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I had an opportunity to acquire a cheap used Orion AstroView mount. (Got it for $30 from a woman
whose ex ran off to Costa Rica). My intention is to use it as a 'grab and go' for dark sky sites using
zoom camera lenses I own. The mount modification was pretty straightforward. I did disassemble
and regrease the mount--after removing a mud wasp nest from the front polar scope cavity!!
Conveniently, there are mounting points for the OEM drive motor mounts which I was able to use
without further modification to the mount. A standard NEMA 17 bracket supports the DEC axis 0.9
degree stepper. I made up a U-bracket for the RA axis by cutting down a NEMA 17 bracket and
combining it with a wide L-bracket from a hardware store which is mounted to a screw hole on the
RA casting that I could use to bolt down the bracket. The RA and DEC axes use a 40 tooth GT2
gear on the worm gear and a 16 tooth gear on the stepper, each connected by a 160 tooth belt for a
2.5:1 reduction. The gear on the DEC axis has 66 teeth. The RA has 128. Cases for the Blue Pill
OnStep and SHC were Roman Hujer and Dave Schwartz designs and 3D printed by a friend.

Overall mount view--Canon T6i DSLR/55-250mm zoom and Orion guide scope/SVBONY guide
camera

RA, DEC stepper drivers. The wooden wedge tensions the DEC drive belt.

RA axis mounting bracket. Tension is applied to the belt by rotating the bracket on the bolt.

M42 Orion Nebula; Canon T6i, Canon EF 100-400mm zoom lens@400mm f/5.6; 2/24/2020; No
filter; 17x30sec subs; ISO800. I'm a bit disappointed with this lens--lots of misalignment-induced
coma and lateral color!

